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Abstract
The advent of dedicated synchrotron radiation
sources has led to a significant increase in activity in many areas of science dealing with the
interaction of x-rays with matter. Synchrotron
radiation provides intense, linearly polarized,
naturally col limated, continuously tunable photon
beams, which are used to determine not only the
elemental composition of a complex, polyatomic,
dilute material but also the chemical form of the
elements with improved accuracy. Examples of the
application of synchrotron radiation include experiments in synchrotron x-ray fluorescence
(SXRF) analysis and extended x-ray absorption
fine structure (EXAFS) analysis. Hew synchrotron
radiation x-ray microprobes for elemental analysis in the parts per billion range are under construction at several laboratories.
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Introduction
The advent of intense, linearly polarized,
naturally collimated, continuously tunable photon
beams from dedicated high energy storage rings has
led to a significant increase in activity in many
areas of science dealing with the interaction of
x-rays with matter. As evidenced by the sharp
increase in the number of publications and users
of synchrotron radiation,6 s these areas include,
for example, biology, chemistry, electrical engineering, condensed-matter physics, geology,
materials science, medicine and surface science.
The underlying theme that unifies the activity in
these fields is synchrotron radiation's ability
to determine not only the elemental composition of
a complex polyatomic dilute material but also the
chemical form of the elements with vastly improved accuracy. This new capability cones at a time
when there is renewed interest in atonic level
phenomena aimed at understanding, for example,
the role of trace elements in a variety of geological materials, the functioning of biological
structures on the microscopic scale, the replication of very large scale integrated (VLSI) c i r cuits, the action of impurities in super-conductors, coal and other materials, the imperfection
and growth of crystals, and the mechanisms involved in corrosion and catalysis.2,73,44
This paper presents a general introduction
to what synchrotron radiation is and the properties that make i t valuable. We focus attention
on the x-ray region of the synchrotron radiation '
spectrum, which is less developed than the vacuum
ultraviolet region, where extensive research and
reviews already exist.'3,44,17,75 As examples of
the application of x-ray synchrotron radiation we
consider several noteworthy experiments using
synchrotron x-ray fluorescence (SXRF) and extended x-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) analyses. In conclusion, the capabilities of the new
x-ray microprobes for elemental analysis are discussed with an emphasis on some of the future
uses of synchrotron radiation. Numerical parameters, when useful, are cited for the recently
commissioned x-ray storage ring at the National
Synchrotron Light Source (NSLS) at Srookhaven
National Laboratory, New York.' 0
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Production of Synchrotron Radiation
Radiation from an Accelerated Charge
Whenever electric charges are accelerated
they emit electromagnetic radiation. 36 Examples
of this phenomenon include the sinusoidal linear
acceleration of electrons in an antenna which
leads to radio waves, the scattering of electrons
by the nucleus of an atom which produces bremsstrahlung, and the centripetal acceleration of
(non-relativistic) relativistic electrons constrained to circular orbits by a magnetic field
which produces (cyclotron) synchrotron radiation.
The magnetic
field could be that of the interstellar medium22 or the bending magnet of an accelerator.
Cyclotron radiation occurs at a single frequency:
"cyclotron •

^

(1)

where e and m are the charge and mass of the electron, respectively, and B is the strength of the
magnetic field. At any one instant in t>"me, the
spatial distribution of the radiation is given by
the Poynting vector |5{r,t)| viz.,
|5(r,t)j

(2)
c3 r2

where a is the acceleration of the electron. See
figure la. The radiated intensity is proportional to sin^e. and is maximum along the tangent to
the orbit. The 3-dimensional doughnut shaped radiation pattern is shown in figure 1b. The total
radiated power is obtained by integrating equation
(2) and is given by the Larmor formula:
(3)

The polarization of the radiation is dependent on
the direction of observation as shown in figure 2.
Synchrotron Radiation
For relativistic electrons of energy £ (GeV)
the radiation pattern of figure la is thrown
sharply forward in the direction of motion of the
electron due to the relativistic Lorentz transformation from the rest frame of the electron to the
laboratory frame. The resulting radiation pattern
is shown in figure 3.
An observer in the laboratory looking along
the tangent to the electron orbit would receive
a pulse of radiation each time the electron passed
by (akin to seeing periodically the headlights of
a vehicle speeding around a circular race track).
This pulse repeats at the orbital frequency of the
electron. One might expect to observe the harmonics of this frequency, which is 1.76 MHz at the
NSLS. However, due to the relativistic transformation the radiated power is shifted to very high
frequencies in the x-ray region of the spectrum.
In addition, the frequency distribution of the
synchrotron radiation shows little trace of the
orbital harmonic frequency. This is due to the
fact that the radiating electrons differ slightly

.V ';t>.

in velocity on account of betatron and synchrotron oscillations, thereby blurring the different
frequencies into a continuum.
In order to estimate the highest frequency
seen by the laboratory observer, we need to calculate the opening angle of the emitted cone of
synchrotron radiation. Radiation emitted at an
angle 9 C relative to the electron direction of
motion in the rest frame of the electron is seen
at a much smaller angle » L in the laboratory
frame of reference. The transformation is given
by:
tan 9.
L •

sin 9 C
cos

Y ( 3+

(4)
vtJ

where Y « _l_ . The largest half-opening angle
of the cone as observed in the laboratory frame
occurs for « c * 90°, in which case:
2
tan a, « -L.I me

(S)

At the NSIS, £ * 2.5 GeV which gives a typical
half-opening angle of the cone of only 0.2
mrad. 7 '
As the electron travels along its circular
arc, the narrow cone of synchrotron radiation
produces a uniform time-averaged distribution of
intensity in the orbital (horizontal) plane. Any
unique angular distribution in this plane is lost
and, instead, a fan of radiation several degrees
wide is produced (from a single bending magnet of
the accelerator). However, a strong angular dependence remains in the vertical direction.
Tne
vertical half-opening angle a v » 9. * T " 1 (eqn S)
gives the half-width of this angular distribution
and applies to synchrotron radiation energies E x
near the peak of the intensity versus energy
curve. At lower energies off the peak, e v is
greater than Y ~ * . An approximate value is qiven
by:
ev(n.rad) = 0Jl[Ec.]O-38

(6)

where E c is the critical energy that characterizes the frequency distribution; half the total
power is radiated above E c and half below. Lower
values of E x correspond to larger opening angles.
Knowing e v = y"l, we can calculate the short
segment of the electron orbit from which the synchrotron radiation reaches the observer. Referring to figure 4 tne duration at of the pulse
seen by the observer over this segment is:

At - i. - 1 = 15. re. - sin s.
V

V

-

C
e

2R L =

l

••

L

(7)
R

A pulse of duration at has frequency components
up to:
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Figure 1. Spatial distribution of the radiation pattern of non-relatlvistlc
electrons in circular motion.
a)2-dimensional, b)3-dimensional
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Figure 3. Radiation pattern of reiativistic electrons in circular motion.
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with a corresponding energy of:
(9)

This qualitative analysis gives the > 3 dependence of the maximum frequency and gives a photon
energy which is close to the critical energy:
Ec(keV) * 1155£ l£^

0.665 6E2

(10)

(See reference 73 page IS.)

radiation; (e) optional insertion devices, such
as a wiggler or undulator magnet for enhancing
the synchrotron radiation intensity and energy.
These devices are inserted in the straight sections between bending magnets and cause the electrons to curve back and forth and thus to radiate.
By this process the energy spectrum of the emitted
photons is shifted to higher energies. Figure 5
shows the increased photon intensities obtainable
from a 6 pole, 6 T wiggler magnet at the NSLS.
The wiggler spectrum represents the intensity per
pole; with three electron oscillations the photon
intensities are increased by about a factor of 5
over that shown in figure 5. The first wiggler
went into regular use for experiments at the Stanford Synchrotron Radiation Laboratory (SSRL) in
1979; the first undulalor in 1931; (f) oil-free
vacuum pumps 9to evacuate the beam line to pressures of 10' torr or less. At these pressures
hydrocarbon deposits on optical beam line

For an electron of energy E • 2.5 GeV at the NSLS,
we obtain Ec » S keV for a B field of 1.22 T and
25 keV for a 6 T wiggler magnet. The l a t t e r energy corresponds to a harmonic which is 3 x 10 12
times the orbital frequency of the electrons in
the accelerator ring. The relativistic relation
for the radiated power i s :

P - 1 £l

observer

(11)

3 R2

Detailed calculations by Schwinger*^ show
that the intensity of the synchrotron radiation
rises with increasing photon energy E x until just
below the critical energy. Figure 5 shows the
photon intensity from the Stanford Positron Electron Asymmetric Ring (SPEAR), the Synchrotron
Radiation Source (SRS), and the NSLS x-ray ring
for a photon beam that includes the entire vertical opening angle and 1 mrad horizontal acceptance
angle. The radiation extends over the infrared,
visible, ultraviolet ana x-ray regions of the
spectrum.
Synchrotron radiation is in general elliptically polarized. However, as with cyclotron radiation, if the observer is located exactly in the
plane of the electron orbit, the radiation is
100S linearly polarized with the electric vector
in the instantaneous orbital plane.
Electron Storage Ring Accelerator
~
Table 1 lists the storage ring synchrotron
radiation sources in operation or under construction as of late 1983.2.'!
Figure 6 shows a view of a section of the
2.5 GeV storage ring at the NSLS showing bending
and focussing magnets. Figure 7 is a schematic
of a storage ring, where only the major components are shown. These include (a) an injector
which allows electrons to enter the storage ring
from a separate accelerator (not shown); (b) dipole bending magnets that constrain the electrons
to the circular arcs from which the synchrotron
radiation is emitted; (c) quadrupole magnets (one
set shown) which focus the electron beam in the
dipole bending magnets to a $aurce Siie typically
0.3 mm high x 1.0 mm wide; (d) rf accelerating
cavities (one shown) which replenishes the energy
given up by the electron beam to synchrotron

\

ircl«ngth» = 2Re
chord ltngthd = 2R line
Figure 4. Segment of electron orbit from which
synchrotron radiation reaches a laboratory observer (not to scale).
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Figure 6.

Photograph of a section of the x-ray ring at the NSLS showing
dipole bending maqnets (foreground and background) and
quadrupole focussing magnets.
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Table 1. Storage Ring Synchrotron Radiation Sources.
Location
China
Be i j ing
Hefei
England
Daresbury
France
Orsay
Germany
Hamburg
West Berlin
Italy
Frascati
Japan
Tsukuba

Tokyo
Okasaki
Sweden
Lund
United States
Gaithersberg, MO
Ithaca, NY
Stanford, CA
Stoughton, UI
Upton, NY
Funded
Stanford, CA
Proposed
Berkeley, CA
Stanford, CA

Electron Energy
(GeV)

Ring (Lab)
BEPC (IHEP)
HESYRL (USTC)

:

Parasitic*
Dedicated*

SRS

2.0

Dedicated

ACO (LURE)
ECI (LURE)
Super ACO (LURE)

0.54
1.8
0.8

Oedicated
Partly dedicated
Oedicated*

DORIS (DESY)
BESSY

5.5
0.8

Partly dedicated
Oedicated

AOONE

1.5

Partly dedicated

2.5
.6-8
30
0.6
0.4
0.6

Dedicated
Partly dedicated*
Parasitic*
Oedicated
Oedicated
Oedicated*

Photon Factory (KEK)
Accumulator (KEK)
TRISTAN (KEK)
TERAS (ETL)
SOR (1SSP)
UVSOR (IMS)
Max

0.55

SURF (NBS)
CESR (CHESS)
SPEAR (SSRL)
Tantalus (SRC)
Aladdin (SRC)
NSLS I (BNL)
NSLS Ii. (BNL)
Applied Physics Dept
Stanford Univ.
NCAM (LBL)
PEP (SSRL)

(ssai.)
USSR
Karkhov
Moscow
Novosibirsk

2.2-2.8
0.8

Mode

N-100 (KPI)
Kurchatov
VEPP-2H (INP)
VEPP-3 (INP)
VEPP-4 (INP)

+
In construction as of 1983.
elements, which reduce their efficiency and reflectivity, are minimized; (g) monochromator and
beam line optical elements to select a specific
energy from the broad spectrum of the synchrotron
radiation. This is done by dispersing the "white"
beam using crystals in the region above about 0.51.0 ktjV (and diffraction gratings at lower energies).
At the NSLS the design beam current of 500 mA
at H.5 GeV corresponds to 1.8 x 1 0 " electrons
(repetition rate 1.76 KHz). These electrons travel around the storage ring in a bunch. As many
as 30 bunches can be accommodated at one time in
the ring. One bunch gives a pulse of synchrotron
radiation -0.7 ns long. For experiments dealing
with fluorescence lifetime measurements and timeresolved spectroscopy, this time structure in the
beam is highly useful.54

0.23
5-5.5
3-3. S
0.25
1.0
0.75
2.5

1.0
1.3
8-IS
undulator
2.6
0.10
0.45
0.7
2.2
5-7

Oedicated*
Oedicated
Parasitic
Partly dedicated
Dedicated
Oedicated
Oedicated
Oedicated

Dedicated to FEL

Parasitic
Dedicated
Dedicated
Dedicated*
Partly dedicated
Partly dedicated
Parasitic

Properties of Synchrotron Radiation
Important for SXRF and EXAFS Analysis "
Intense, Monochromatic, Tunable
For the research to be described below, the
most important property of synchrotron radiation
is its continuous, high intensity spectrum. The
intensity distribution shown in figure 5 ranges
from the infrared to the hard x-ray region. As a
rule the intensity is sufficient for most purposes up to energies five times E c . This means
that with the 1.22 T bending magnets at the NSLS
the usable photon energies range through the K or
L absorption edges of all elements in the periodic table. With the 6 T wiggler usable photon energies range through the K shell absorption edges
of most elements and affords less ambiguous elemental identifications. Thus the fluorescence
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the electrons in the sample, (see figure 8 ) :
(do)
*» Rayleigh
•r?
from any given element can be selectively enhanced
by tuning the monochromator to an energy just above the element's absorption edge. Beam energy
resolutions of a few tenths of an eV are feasible.
The ability to tune the energy of the incident synchrotron beam allows the optimization of
the detection limit for a given element, in particular for light elements such as Na, Hg, A! at
the pptn level in a heavy matrix.
The high intensities of the synchrotron radiation are partly due to the fact that the source
size in the bending magnet is small (for the NSLS
the 4o size is 0.4 mm high x 1.3 mm wide) and that
most of the radiation is emitted into a narrow
cone of opening ann}? <l mrad. The intensities of
figure 5 are in marked contrast to that produced
by an x-ray tube, vtiich consists of a small number
of discrete lines Chor;cteristic of the anode above a weak continuum. For experiments which call
for a specific energy that is not any anode characteristic energy or for EXAFS experiments in
which the energy dependence of the process is required, synchrotron radiation provides 10? times
the5 intensity at a characteristic x-ray line and
10 times the intensity over the continuum when
compared with a conventional x-ray tube."•"•so
High Polarization
For SXHF and fluorescence EXAFS the high linear polarization of the synchrotron radiation in
the electron orbital plane (horizontal) is of
great use. This results from the fact that the
main background to the fluorescence x-rays, which
are emitted following the creation of inner-shell
holes by the incident beam, arises from the Ray,leigh and Compton scattering of the incident beam
off the sample matrix. If the fluorescence x-ray
detector is located in the plane of the electron
orbit and at 90" to the incident synchrotron radiation been, then a 100! linearly polarized incident beam would produce minimal Rayleigh or Compton background counts in the detector. This can
be s=en from the Payleigh and Compton differential
cross sections^ for the scattering of photons off

F (q,Z)|2

(
os2» + sin2 s ) | F(q,Z)
for linearly polarized photons

(12)

ir2(JL?)z C — • ii " 2 *4 cos?II ]S(q\Z)
k.
k s k»
for linearly polarized photons
where ro is the classical electron radius, c o is
the polarization of the incident photon of wave
number k o , ? s is the polarization of the scattered
photon of wave number k s , F(q,Z) is a fora factor^
which represents the probability that a momentum q
is transferred to the Z electrons of the atom
without any energy absorption.
1
(Compton formula),
1 + - ^ ( 1 - cose)
mc2
S(q,Z) is the probability that an atom will be
raised to an excited or ionized state. $ is the
angle between the direction of polarization of the
incident photon and the direction of observation,
1 is the angle between the polarization directions
of the incident and scattered photons, e is the
scattering angle i.e., the angle between the incident photon direction and the direction of observation. From equations (12) and (13) for linearly polarized incident photons U o n t 0, e o , = 0)
both the Rayleigh and Compton scattering cross
sections are minimized by placing the detector at
e * 90° and in the (e,.., k o ) plane. In practice
a solid state x-ray detector subtends a finite
solid angle and the incident synchrotron radiation
beam is not 100* linearly polarized, which nevertheless makes for a ten-fold increase in the
signal to background ratio in 66comparison to conventional tube excited
XRF.»»
Figure 9 adopted
from Jones et al 4 0 shows the rapid increase in the
k.
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I
jRayieigh and Compton background events as a function of distance from the orbital electron plane.
It indicates the importance of positioning the xray detector carefully to take maximum advantage
of the synchrotron radiation polarization.
The Rayleigh and Compton scattered radiation
reaching the solid state detector is degraded
in
the diode by insufficient charge collection25 to
become the major component of the background
underneath the fluorescence x-ray signal. The
!
background is largest
for samples with low Z mat- |
rices. Sparks 66 reported that for samples with :
2 i 8 the solid state detector's contribution to ;
the background was * 901 of the total background. .
This percentage dropped to 30* for Z * 14 (Si) and
55 for Z • 82 (Pb).
i
;
In principle, a greater than 10-fold increase
in the signal to background ratio mentioned
i
above could be achieved with narrow strip solid '
state detectors, which lie essentially only in the
electron orbital plane, or with a wavelength dis- '
persive detector. Stern and Hea1d69 have suggested a novel scheme of filters and Solier-type slits
which substantially reduces the background counts
and is simpler than inserting a wavelength dis' persive spectrometer.
The option of eliminating the background in
SXRF is in contrast to analyses using electron and
proton excitation. In charged particle excitation, the background is due mainly to secondary ;
electron bremsstrah lung in the sample, which is
difficult to separate from the fluorescence sig- •
nal.
natural Collimation
For many purposes a small beam spot on target
is of value. Since most of the synchrotron radiation is emitted in an extremely narrow cone, very
high intensities are possible at large distances
(= 25 m) from the storage ring on targets as small
as 1 M I in height.
High Vacuum Environment and Stability
For most surface EXAFS experiments aimed at
studying corrosion, segregation of elements near
a surface, etc., the ultrahigh vacuum environment
of the storage ring is important to ensuring contamination-free surfaces.^ At 10"9 torr or less
elements such as oxygen and carbon can be studied.
In addition, since the lifetime of the stored
electron beam varies inversely as the average
pressure, the ultrahigh vacuum ensures stability
of the intensity and energy of the synchrotron
,
radiation over periods of several hours.
;
Problem Areas: Alignment and Higher Order Kadia- )
tion
The use of synchrotron radiation is not without its practical problems. The first difficulty :
that the user-experimenter must face is the alignment of the beam line components i.e., monochromators, mirrors, etc., and the target chamber. In
most cases, ready access to the beam line components is not possible due to the harmful x-rays
present. It 1s common practice to use a laser for
initial alignment of the components and fluores- ;
cent zinc sulfide screens for the final adjust- ]
ments. During operation of the storage ring,
•.
small vertical angular deviations of the electron '
beam can result in deviations of a millimeter or j
more at the target. Therefore, position monitors .

'with feedback signals are used to "Tock" the syn-l1
chrotron radiation onto the target. Misalignment
jean cause a) higher background and b) "contamination" of the characteristic peaks in the x-ray
spectrum; these considerations are important particularly at the ppm and ppb levels of analysis.
One of the most serious problems for many
experiments is that of removing higher order radiation from the monochromatized bean. For uv
!and soft x-rays,12 selective reflections and5 filters
have been used.
For x-rays Bonse et al have
suggested ways of eliminating higher order harmonics by making a double crystal monochromator
system "slightly dispersive." In the last five
!
years major improvements in the construction of
two crystal monochromators have taken
place.32.47,9,"8.51,4.,26 Sayers et al61 have designed a unique 4-crystal monochromator for x-ray
absorption studies at3 the NSLS. In a recent experiment at CHESS**' " a single crystal monochromator was detuned to decrease the intensity of
the higher order radiation; however, there was a
loss in intensity at the primary energy. Finally,
the problem can also be handled by using a wiggler
or unduiator magnet.*3
:

Selected Applications of Synchrotron
Radiation

Synchrotron X-Ray Fluorescence (SXRF)
With the continued advance of experimental
techniques it is now possible to analyze the elemental composition of a material using electrons,
protons, heavy ions and photons (x-rays). X-rays
are unique among this group in that their interactions with atoms exhibit sharp peaks. Figure
10 shows the photoelectric cross sections for
Ca 2 Q and Pb 8 2 as a function of photon energy.
The peaks occur in the energy region where the
photoelectric cross section for the creation of
an inner-shell vacancy goes from zero to its maximum value as the incident photon energy is increased above a threshold value necessary to eject
the bound electron. Thus a unique resonance exists with each electron energy level that is not .
available with the other particles. The sharp
resonances account for the attractiveness of the
x-ray fluorescence technique for elemental analysis.
One can make use of the fact that, after the
creation of an inner-shell hole, the corresponding yield of fluorescence x-rays will increase •
significantly for a small change in the incident
x-ray energy near the absorption edge of the inner
shell. By correlating the sharp rise in fluorescence with the incident x-ray energy near the
absorption edge, the element can be identified in
an unequivocal way.
Synchrotron radiation offers a broad continuous spectrum of x-rays from which any excitation
energy can be selected with a monochromator. In
addition,
x-rays have fluorescence cross sections
10-103 times higher and 3 fluorescence signal to
background ratios 10-10 times larger than electrons or protons. X-rays also deposit 10"^ 10"' as much energy in the sample for the same
minimum detectable limit (HDL). These estimates
imply in general lower MDL's and reduced heat and
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radiation damage to the material under study
)
depending upon the experimental conditions.
j
I
One of the noteworthy applications of SXRF
68 67
,was reported in 1977 and 1978 by Sparks et a l '
'in a search for primordial superheavy elements in
giant-halo monazite inclusions in biotite mica.
Earlier Sentry et a l 2 " had interpreted the proton
'induced x-ray emission (PIXE) spectra of the same
and other inclusions as possibly containing the
'characteristic U i line of the I • 126 superheavy
element. Other superheavy elements could be associated with weaker lines, although only one spectral line was observed for each reported element.
Because of fifth-period K lines and proton i n duced nuclear reactions, 1 9 ' 1 8 a unique interpretation of the PIXE spectra was not possible.
The SXRF experiment of Sparks et al used a
curved graphite monochromator which could be tuned
to an energy near the 36 keV I 3 absorption edge
predicted for the Z » 126 superheavy element. The
fluorescence x-rays were detected by a Si{Li) detector located in the plane of the electron orbit
'and at 90° to the incident synchrotron radiation
beam. An HDL of 5 x 108 atoms of element Z * 126
could have been detected during an 8 h run. This
was 55 : 10 times fewer atoms than could have
been detected in the PIXE experiment. The SXRF .
experiment showed conclusively that superheavy
1
elements were not present in any of the inclusions
at the above MDL.
Minimum Detectable Limit. A number of measurements of the MDL's feasible with the SXRF
technique have appeared in the literature.
II'in
et a l 3 ' reported HDL's of 16 ppb for Zn and 72 ppb
for Au in aqueous solutions in 1000 s runs.
'
Sparks66 measured HDL's in 100 s using National
Bureau of Standards (NBS) reference materials for
37 keY synchrotron radiation. The results were,
for example, 1 0 " u g for V (Z * 23) and 3 x 10" 1 3
g for Cd (Z - 48), which compares favorably with
PIXE HDL's of 4 x 10-12 g f o r v and 1 x 1 0 ' U g
.for Cd. 3 9 More recently, detailed studies of the
HDL's were reported by Hanson et a l 3 0 for three
incident energies (E x * 13.0, 16.25, and 24.9 keV)
at the Cornell High Energy Synchrotron Source
(CHESS). The results for several elements in I n
thick samples of pressed NBS orchard leaves obitained in 300 s are shown in figure 11. Figure
•12 shows results of 80s et a l 6 including a comparison with tube excited XRF and PIXE HDL's.
jThin targets (= 5 mg/cm2) of NBS orchard leaves
,were irradiated for 1000 s using 9.1 and 16.5 keV
,synchrotron x-ray energies at SRS (Daresbury).
;
Gilfrich et a l 2 1 have made a systematic study
of the HDL's for 10 elements using a continuum
synchrotron beam of energy 2-60 keV. Both energy
dispersive and wavelength dispersive measurements
were made. The results range from 10"3 to 10" 1 •
ug/cm2. When the beam size is taken into account,
absolute HDL's of 10" 12 to 1O"11 were obtained.
Similar values for the absolute HDL's have also
been reported by Knochel et a l , * 2 who optimized
;the HDL for a given element by using different
absorbers in the primary beam.
;

A" number of experimental programs are curjrently underway to make use of SXRF
for various
•elemental analyses. Chen et a l 1 1 are studying
I coal and other geological materials. The first
!experiment examined the variations with depth of
'the elemental concentrations in coal vitrinites
;at CHESS. Figure 13 shows a schsmatic of the
.crystal cave housing the monochromator and the A2
;experimental hutch containing the target detector
assembly. The Si (Li) detector (not .shown) was
placed in the electron orbital plane and at 90°
to the beam. Figure 14 shows the SXRF spectrum
from coal vitrinite no. 43.52 m. The experimental
results confirmed the trend of increasing Fe concentratio'ns with depth into the coi! bed that was
established by Hinkin et al 5 2 using PIXE techniques. In addition, the S concentrations were
found to decrease from top to bottom of the bed
in contrast to the Fe concentrations.
Oavies et a l " have studied the quantification of implanted species in semiconductor substrate's and the trace element content of hignpurity galiurn and arsenic. Arsenic implanted
silicon and copper implanted cadmium telluride
specimens were analyzed2 by a synchrotron radia- .
tion beam with
a 1 mm cross sectional area. In
100s2 6 x 1O 1 3 As ions cm' 2 and 2 x 10 1 4 Cu ions
cm' were detectable. Figure 15 shows the cadmium telluride spectrum for an incident synchrotron
radiation energy near 19 keV. The cadmium Ka
line at 23.11 keV was excited by the second harmonic of the incident "team.
Severs! biological stud- have been made
using SXRF techniques. Jones et a l ™ examined
the radiation damage effects of white radiation
on the .norphology of human blood cells and other
types of tissues. Hanson et a!29 have investigated chromium and nickel
trace concentrations
in yeast. Prins et ai^ 9 have studied human hair
using both white radiation and monochrcmatized
beams.
Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS):
Conventional Detection
One of the most exciting results of the
availability of x-ray synchrotron radiation is
the development of the EXAFS technique by which
the coordination of an individual element in a
complex material can be determined. By coordination is meant the type and geometric arrangement
of the atoms surrounding the element being detected. Such information is useful in characterizing the chemical state of the element and isusually obtainable only with other less sensitive
techniques which are also destructive.
EXAFS refers to the small variations or fine
structure in the x-ray absorption coefficient u
,of a polyatomic material as the energy of the
jincident x-ray is varied from just below to ap- '
•proximately 1000 eV above the K or I absorption "
.edges of a specific element in the material.
[Figure 16 shows a schematic of the x-ray absorption spectrum near a K shell absorption edge.
•
Below the K shell binding energy the IS electron :
is excited to unoccupied higher energy levels. :
These transitions produce a series of discrete ,
•but very closely spaced lines in the photoelecItric absorption spectrum. When E x is equal to 1
jthe K shell absorption energy, the IS electron
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jean be excited to the continuum and a sharp increase in the cross section is observed. As E x
is increased further, damped oscillations in the
cross section occurs. These oscillations or fine
[structure extend to =1000 eV above the K shell
jbinding energy.
I
The absorption coefficient u of a compound
Jnaterial of mass density o contains contributions
ifrom the constituent elements, i.e.,
...

(14)

where C£ is the concentration of element I. When
.'an x-ray of energy £ x is absorbed by a K shell
electron of element I, the momentum p of the resulting photoelectron is given by:

;

f! *E* - EK

< J 5)

where EK is the K shell absorption edge. The
'photoelectron wave vector k is obtained from the
.deBroglie relation:
P =T

:

(16)

Each mass absorption coefficient {fi)i is proportional to the square of the probability amplitude,
that describes the transition from the initial
state fj (consisting of a synchrotron photon and a
K shell electron) to the final state if via the
photon-electron interaction il\nt>
'
(p'i « l<1'flHintl'l'i>lZ
(17)
;The final state is that of the ejected photoelec-,
tron with wave vector
k, which is represented by
a spherical wave ellclr expanding in the lattice
and a backscattered wave T s representing the backscattering of the photoelectron by neighboring
atoms surrounding element I,
e ikr
(18)
Jhere is constructive or destructive interference
of the outgoing and backscattered waves at the
site of the ionized atom depending on the value
of k. When E x is varied, k changes. This results
in alternations of the constructive and destructive interference pattern, which gives rise to the
modulation or fine structure in (M). and hence in
u of the material. Because fs depends on the coordination (number, type, distance) of nearby
atoms surrounding element I, measurement of the
fine structure yields information on the chemical
form of the element.
:
EXAFS has been recognized for some fifty
J
years, but it was
not until the pioneering work •'
of Sayers et al 6 2 and the advent of synchrotron j
radiation sources that its use became widespread
The expression for the modulation
of the absorption coefficient is given by 1 * 4 "

|fj(k)|e

there f(k) is the amplitude of the backscattered
wave and *(k) the phase shift. Nj is the number
of atoms in a coordination shell at average distance Rj, and of is^Jhe mean square deviation of {
Rj. The term e*2a.j * leads to Rthe/ A damping of ;
the oscillation, and the term e " J ^ ' gives the'
EXAFS technique its local characteristics due to '
|the short (few A) mean free path *(k) of the
rphotoelectron.
!
In its simplest form the EXAFS process is
'put to use by first determining the line shape
'and the position of the absorption edge of a
particular element. This is done by monitoring
the ratio of transmitted to incident beam [JL =
!e-u(k)x] as the incident photon energy £x '„
is varied. The results are then compared with
those of model compounds covering the range of
chemical states of the element in question.
Figure 17 shows a schematic of the apparatus
used for studying EXAFS. A high resolution monochroma tor is used to select E x and ionization
chambers are placed appropriately to measure I o :
and I. The x-ray fluorescence detector is use3
in the fluorescence 1EXAFS mode (see below).
;
Cramer et a l " ^ have applied the above
'.
technique to determine the chemical state of
'
molybdenum in nitrogenase. A linear correlation
iwas established between the "chemical shift" of '
jthe Mo K edge and the calculated coordination
{charge for a wide range of Mo compounds. Mo in
.'resting nitrogenase and Mo in oxo-bridged Ko(V)
Icysteine complex were found to have the same chemlical shift. This result suggested that the oxiidation state for Ho in the enzyme is Mo(V). Recently Mong'4 and Greaves et al?7 have reported
jEXAFS studies on metallic glasses.
Extended X-Ray Absorption Fine Structure (EXAFS):
[Fluorescence Detection
{
If the concentration C£ in equation (14) is •
jsmall, then changes in ( H u become difficult to ',
;detect by a measurement 6f^i for the entire ma- •
iterial as is done in a transmitted beam experijmerit. However it was soon realized that any pro•cess whose probability amplitude
depends on the ;
isame transition <ff|Hintl'«'i> will also exhibit
iEXAFS. For example EXAFS-type oscillations have
jbeen found in x-ray fluorescence, Auger, photo;and secondary electron emission, secondary ion
emission, photon stimulated desorption, Hossbauer.
Ispectroscopy and possibly other phenomena.
:
For x-ray fluorescence EXAFS the fine struc-I
ture in the spectrum of element I as a function, j
of incident energy E x is especially pronounced j
because the contributions of other elements to l!
the fluorescence spectrum is negligible, when E x
,1s near the K or L absorption edges of element I.
|Thus fluorescence detection is =10^ times more
jsensitive for following EXAFS oscillations than
•measuring the ratio I/Io- At present chemical
ispeciation experiments using fluorescence EXAFS
(19)
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;are being performed for elements at the 10 ppm
{concentration level.
j
In 1977 JaJclevic et al 3 7 was the first to ,
report a quantitative comparison between fluorescence EXAFS and direct absorption techniques.
They showed that the two methods yielded essentially the same information as shown by the almost
identical spectra in figure 18. However the sensitivity
of the SXRF technique was found to be
>10 2 times more sensitive. This alloi.ed the study
of more dilute systems and thinner films than
'were possible with the direct absorption technique. For example, figure 19 shows the fluorescence abosrption spectrum of Hn at 10-50 ppm in a
leaf. The transmitted beam technique gave negative results. In a later study Jaklevic et a l 3 8
have extended the above measurements to the chemical characterization of air environmental samples.
An important application of the fluorescence
EXAFS technique was reported recently by Haylotte
et al, 4 9 who showed that the trace vanadium in
coal (Kentucky no. 9 seam) exists in at least two
environments, in both of which it is coordinated
to oxygen. Figure 20 shows the fluorescence
EXAFS spectra of a series of vanadium model compounds. Figure 21 shows the spectra of vanadium
in coal, its sink and float fractions, and its
liquefaction residue. Relative to raw coal, the
float and sink fractions have different peak
heights, which indicates the presence of more than
one environment for vanadium in this coal. The
heavy fraction spectrum 3 appears similar to roscoelite or VgO3, that is V * in octahedral oxygen
coordination. Vanadium in the light
fraction was
found to be in agreement with a V 4 + assignment.
In addition, the spectrum of the liquefaction residue is different from that of the raw coal and
indicates that the vanadium environment was reduced to a trivalent state like that in V2O3 or
roscoelite.
A detailed deconvolution of the fine structure oscillations in the coal spectra was also
carried out to determine the type and geometric
arrangements of the atoms nearest to the vanadium.
After Fourier transforming the oscillations in the
spectrum and fitting various coordination configurations, it was established that vanadium is coordinated to oxygen and not to sulfur or nitrogen.
These results have important implications for coal
cleaning and conversion processes through their
effects on corrosion, catalyst poisoning and environmental emissions.
Similar analyses have also been carried out
for biological and chemical materials including
rubredoxin by Shulman et al,64 a m j several other
metalloenzymes and metalloproteins."
In summary, fluorescence EXAFS yields valuable information on the chemical state of an element in a complex polyatomic dilute material. Absorption edges corresponding to several elements
can be measured in the same material. In addition
the method is a non-destructive one that does not
require a vacuum nor any sample preparation which
night disturb the elemental environment in the
material.

Future Applications

I

This section deals with new developments in
SXRF and fluorescence EXAFS, which indicate some
of the applications which are currently being formulated. In particular we shall describe the capabilities of the new x-ray fluorescence microprobes for elemental analysis.
New Trends in Fluorescence EXAFS
As described above, information from an EXAFS
experiment can be obtained by simply comparing the
absorption edge position and the magnitude of the
fluorescence signal with those of model compounds.
Additional information can be obtained by analyzing the Fourier transform of the fine structure
oscillations. In recent years more accurate calculations of the4 amplitude and phase of the backscattered wave, ' combined with attempts to describe the scattering in terms of curved waves5**
instead of the plane wave approximation, have
spearheaded attempts to describe complex materials
without'resorting to model compounds. Phenomenological prescriptions which have been arrived at
from measurements of model compounds are now being
replaced by more fundamental descriptions of the
electron-photon and electron-atom interactions.
Many of the new theoretical calculations are being
tested using x-ray
absorption near edge spectroscopy (XANES), 41 which gives information on the
symmetry of the coordination environment of a
given element.
X-Ray Fluorescence Hicroprobe
Knowledge of the elemental concentrations in
micrometer-size samples is of interest in many
scientific applications. In addition, a map of
the distribution of the elements over a sample,
which can be obtained by scanning the sample across the microprobe, provides useful information.
An example of this occurs in the study of coal,
where an overall chart of the elemental concentrations in specific macerals and fine-grained minerals is needed to advance the theory of7 6 the
paleo-geochemical history of the coal. « 3 1 ' 5 3
X-ray fluorescence microprobes currently
under construction at various synchrotron radiation laboratories possess many advantages over the
electron and proton microprobes used for elemental analysis. These advantages have been well
documented by Gordon, 23 ' 24 Grodzins,28 and
Sparks. 66 8rief7y, they include: (i) higher
signal to background ratio. The fluorescence S/B
ratio from x-ray excitation is 10 2 -10 3 times
greater than that from electron excitation and 10
times greater than that from proton excitation;
(ii)3 lower energy deposition. X-rays deposit
10" -10"5 times as much energy in the sample for
the same elemental detectability compared with
electrons and protons. Thus the likelihood of
breaking chemical bonds, redistributing and/or
volatilizing susceptible elements e.g., Br, As,
etc., is less with x-ray excitation; (iii) favorable operating conditions. Analysis of samples
with x-rays can be carried out in a non-vacuum
environment e.g., in air, helium, aqueous surroundings, etc.; (iv) lower minimum detectable
limits. Under optimum conditions HOL's as low as
10 ppm can be achieved with electron microprobes, 50 however in routine analysis for most
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jelements the practical lower limit of detection
jis about 100 ppm.w With a proton microprobe defection
limits of about 1-10 ppn have been reportled;10 lower limits are expected when all experi- .
mental parameters are optimized. The first synchrotron x-ray fluorescence microprobe was constructed in 1972 by Horowitz and Howell" at the
now defunct Cambridge Electron Accelerator. A
condensing mirror intercepted the synchrotron radiation and focussed it down to a spot *1 x 2 ran2.
No attempt was made to form a focussed x-ray image. Instead a microbeam was obtained by using a
pinhoU' col lima tor in a thin gold substrate. A
2 urn resolution was achieved. Gas filled proportional counters surrounding the sample detected
the fluorescence
x-rays. Calculations indicated
that 10" 6 - 10" 9 g/cm2 of an element was detectable at that resolution.
The x-ray beam constructed by Sparks et al 6 '
used a pyrolytic curved graphite monochromator to
produce 37 keV x-rays into a spot =0.8 mm wide x
0.45 ran high at the sample. This arrangement
achieved a minimum detectable limit of 10 ppb in
a 0.5 mm 2 area.
More recent designs of x-ray fluorescence
microprobes for elemental analysis employ focussing elements to form an image of the x-ray
source. Figure 22 is a schematic of the experimental set-up58 under construction at the SRS
(Oaresbury).
Synchrotron radiation is emitted
from the electron source of size 0.4 x 1.3 mm 2
and intercepted by a diaphragm before being
brought to a focus at the sample by an ellipsoidally bent Si 2crystal. Calculations indicate that
a SO x SO urn beam
size will contain a photon
flux of 4.1 x 10 6 photons/s/um2, which is sufficient to obtain an MOL of 1 ppm in a 5 s per pixel
Pleasuring time.
Figure 23 shows a schematic of the microprobe
beam line designed by Howells and Hastings 34 and
now under construction at the NSLS. A multilayer
two crystal monochromator is followed by an ellipsoidal or toroidal mirror to produce the focussed j
spot. It will be possible to interchange the
I
multilayers with perfect crystals for high energy I
resolution fluorescence EXAFS work. During the
initial phase-in operation of the x-ray storage
ring, 10 «iA electron currents at 2.5 GeV is expected.
A spot size of 30 m diameter with 4 x
1O 1 0 photons/s is planned during initial tune-up.
This intensity should be increased by a factor of
50 when the storage ring is operational at its
design current of 500 raA. In addition, beam spots
of 1-10 uri with sufficient intensity to reach the
1-10 ppb level are then feasible. Assuming a
standard arc source (bending magnet), the x-ray
energy range covers E x * 2-16 keV, aE x /E x = 1-25,
whicii encompasses the K or I absorption edges for
elements up to Pb. At a later stage when a wiggler magnet is inserted, resolutions <1 urn for
energies M O O keV become feasible.
Grodzins 28 has calculated the minimum detectable limit for Zn in a 1 mg/cm 2 carbon matrix for 2
a similar microbeam containing 5 x 10' photons/um
in a IS bandwith. Using a wavelength dispersive :
detector with a 50 eY resolution, he estimated ;'
that for 100 s irradiation the HDL's are 70 ppb, '
3 ppb and 0.5 ppb for beam spot diameters of 1 urn.

•5 urn and 30 urn, respectively; (v) a disadvantage '
of x-ray fluorescence nicroprobes, compared to
electron and proton microprobes, is the much higher penetrating depth of x-rays. In carbon a 15
key electron has a range of 2.5 um; a 3 MeV proton has a range of 73 um; whereas a 20 keV x-ray
has a mean free path of about 1 cm. The consequent lower depth resolution for x-ray microprebes can be compensated by using thin targets
and a higher Incident x-ray flux. Under such experimental conditions, the advantages described
in (ii) and (iv) above would be reduced.
Energy-Dispersive EXAFS and Scanning X-Rav Fluorescence Microprobe
An experimental technique, which is being
considered for elemental and chemical analyses,
uses a curved crystal to focus a parallel white
. beam of synchrotron radiation onto the sample
'(figure
24J. Since each part of the crystal re:
fleets only cne energy corresponding to the cor. rect Bragg angle, energy dispersion of the beam
• is produced. After passing through the sample,
the energy dispersed x-rays diverge and are detected by a position sensitive detector or x-ray
film, with position corresponding to x-ray energy.
An absorption spectrum can be obtained in a relatively short time. Time-dependent structural
and chemical changes in a material can be studied.*' Plans for such a scanning x-ray microprobe have been considered at SRS Daresbury.
However further progress must await the availability of l wiggler beamline since very high incident bea.n intensities are required.''
Conclusions
The fields of SXRF and fluorescence EXAFS
are undergoing rapid development with the advent
of new dedicated synchrotron radiation sources;
several noteworthy experiments have been performed using these techniques. Future applications
promise relatively complete chemical characterization of complex polyatomic materials by a combination of SXRF, which gives the elemental concentrations, and fluorescence EXAFS, which gives
the chemical form of the elements. X-ray fluorescence microprobes under construction hold out
the promise of 1 um spatial resolution at minimum
detectable limits of a few ppb - a new level of
analyzing capability.
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Discussion with Reviewers
A.J.J. Bos: What is the maximum theoretical reduction of the background Rayleigh and Compton
scattering due tc the polarization of the i n c i dent synchrotron radiation?
Authors: Equations (12) and (13) in the text
indicate that the background counts are minimized
with the x-ray detector at e » 90" and in the
U o U i ko) plane. The reduction factor is on the
order of H H , but is highly dependent on experimental parameters such as the energy of the synchrotron radiation beam and the target thickness
which determine, for example, the amount of
multiple scattering; figure 2 of reference 18
gives a plot of background reduction versus energy.
A.J.J. Bos: From the given increased cross sections and reduced background in SXRF, 10-103 lower limits of detection are expected. However,
the results of reference 30 and reference 6 show
only evidence for not more than a factor of 6.
Authors: The theoretical lower limits of detection are based on 1) 1001 linearly polarized synchrotron radiation and 2) an x-ray detector located exactly at e * 90° and in the electron
orbital plane. As we indicate in the text, the
synchrotron radiation beam is only fully polarized in the electron orbital plane; with increasing azimuthal angle (out of the electron
orbital plane), the polarization changes from
linear tc e l l i p t i c a l , this decreased linear
polarization must be taken into account since, in
practice, an x-ray detector such as a Si(Li) or
Ge(Li) detector subtends a "large" solid angle.
In addition the background Compton cross section
is a sensitive function of a; the f i n i t e solid
angle of the x-ray detector will cause an increase
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in the background Compton counts due to the range
of values of e accepted. The overall gain of
SXRF using solid state detectors over conventional
XRF is therefore on the order of 10. See also reference 42. With a wavelength dispersive spectrometer the smaller solid angle subtended and the
greater energy resolution will allow reduction in
the limits of detection approaching 10-10-3. See
also reference 28.
S. Csillag: You are stating that the radiation
damage produced by
the synchrotron radiation in
the sample is 10 3 - 10 5 times less compared with
other technics (protons or electrons). This is
certainly true when heavier elements are being
studied. For low Z elements however (first and
second row in the periodic table) the X-ray yield
is rather small. This coupled with the fact that
the detector is subtending a very small solid
angle at the specimen yields a rather low detection efficiency per incident X-ray. Whereas in
EELS for instance where basically every event can
be detected (since the inelastically scattered
electrons are sharply forward peaked) and paralell detection system can be imp'- - 1nted the detection efficiency can be 10^ - li)" higher over
the system described in this work. This allows
rather small doses to be used and consequently
- the radiation damage can be reduced to the same
level or even below the damage level produced by
X-rays.
Authors: The use of x-rays over electrons and
protons becomes less advantageous under experimental conditions requiring a) thin targets
(discussed in the text under x-ray fluorescence
microprobes) or b) the study of low Z elements
with small x-ray cross sections, as you indicate. A higher incident x-ray flux can be used
to compensate for the lower target profile in
a) and b) above, however the radiation damage
will increase correspondingly.
The SXRF method is in general not used as a
surface technique or for the study of low Z elements, in which case the above situations in a)
and b) above are not obtained.
S. Csillaq: When comparing the HDL's achievable
with electron microprobes and synchrotron X-ray
fluorescence microprobes the HDL's mentioned in
this work (10"° - 10"^ g/cm') were obtained from
spots with several microns in diameter whereas
using electron microprobes one
can obtain 10-100
ppm from spots which are ^lO 6 smaller than the
one mentioned in this work.
This means that if you have a uniform elemental concentration of the element to be studied over large areas of the sample the HDL obtainable with synchrotron X-rays microprobe is
lower. However, If the element to be studied is
concentrated into small clusters in the sample
(and this is the case in many practical situations
in materials science and biology) the electron
microprobes will perform much better than X-rays.
Authors: For samples that are thin compared to
the interaction volume, electron beam spreading
is approximately equal to the sample thickness.
Thus one is restricted to very thin samples with
electron microprobes in order to keep the electron beam from creating large interaction volumes.

i
For thick samples, even though much smaller
electron beam spots can be achieved, the electron
beam is scattered in the sample which typically
produces a 1 um diameter source of x-rays. For
example, a Newbury and Yakowitz shew that a 20
keV electron beam will produce an interaction volume of =2 um diameter in Al, =1 urn diameter in
Cu, and -0.4 urn diameter in Au (Newbury DE,
Yakowitz H. (1976). in: Use of Monte Carlo Calculations in Electron Probe Hicroanalysis and Scanning Electron Microscopy, Heinrich KFJ, Newbury
DE, Yakowitz H (eds.), Nati Bur. Stand. U.S.
Spec. Publ. 460, 15-44). Thus a spatial resolution of about 1 urn for an x-ray microprobe is
' competitive with that obtained in electron microprobes for thick samples.
A.J.J. Bos: What is the thickness of the (NBSreference materials) target used by Sparks (ref.
66)? The better limit of detection found by
Sparks (55 i 10 times) is based on a not so far
detected superheavy element. What does it yield
for an existing element?
Authors: The NBS reference materials used and
their thicknesses were as follows: orchard
leaves (SRH 1571) 178 mg/cni2, bovine liver (SRH
1577) 100 mg/cmZ, and coal (SRH 1632) 85 mg/cm?.
Using a synchrotron radiation beam at 37 keV
the HDL,for Cd (K-a line) was found to be 0.0003
ng, which is approximately 25 times lower than
the HDL found using a PIXE microbeam. Further
lowering of the HDL could have been achieved by
optimizing the synchrotron beam energy (S. Raman,
unpublished data).
S. Csillaq: In implementing the energy dispersion EXAFS technique how are you going to measure Io? Also how high energy resolution can you
obtain from a curved crystal the type you are
mentioning?
Authors: For most measurements the event rate
can be normalized to the output of an ionization
chamber placed in the incident synchrotron radiation beam. In addition, I, can be calculated
from the detector efficiency and a known standard
target.
The energy resolution depends on 1) the
characteristics of the incident beam and 2) the
spatial resolution of the position sensitive detector. An energy resolution of 5 eV for energy
dispersive EXAFS using a curved Ge crystal has
been reported by Flank et al. (Flank AH, Fon- .
taine A, Jucha A, Lemonnier M, Raoux D, Williams
C. (1983). EXAFS in Dispersive Mode. Nucl.
Instrum. and Heth. 208, 651-654.) A large improvement in the energy resolution is expected
with the smaller source sizes of the new generation of storage rings designed for synchrotron
radiation production.
A.J.J. Bos: How is the limit of detection defined?
Authors: The minimum detectable limit (HOL) is
given by the expression:
HDL * 3.9 ClG/N
where C is the mass fraction, N is the net number
; of counts in the peak after background
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subtraction and BS is the number of counts in the
background. We refer you to Currie LA. (1968).
Limits for qualitative detection and quantitative
determination. Anal. CJiem. 40, 586-593.
A.J.J. Bos: What is the absolute limit of detection found by II'1n (ref. 35)?
Authors: II"in reports MDL's
(obtained in 1000s)
of 1.6 x 10-8 and 7.2 x 10" 8 gg-1 for Zn and Au.
respectively, In aqueous solutions.
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